Eagle Valley News

SUBSCRIPTION
ONE YEAR $1.00
SIX MONTHS .50
THREE MONTHS .25

Changes for ads will positively not be made on the hour, but during the evening. Locals received until Wednesday night.

Cards of Thanks and Devotion sent per line.

Entered as second class matter Dec. 12, 1912 at the post office at Richland Oregon, under act of March 3, 1879.

SELF-CONFIDENCE

"Never doubt for a minute, says a noted writer, that you will fail in accomplishing anything that you start out to do. Doubt is a great enemy to the pleasant letters that go to make up the world." If the surgeon was to doubt, for a moment, that he would perform a dressing, he would lose nearly all of his cases, if the business man doubted as to his ability, he would not be a business man, if the United States had doubted for a minute that they could hold the Panama Canal, it would be finished.

The greatest secret in the English language is self-confidence, with it men have moved mountains. It is the first word that stands from standing as a monument to toiling worth having that have stood aloft, it is a term that is unbreakable. If its word is not comfortable in dollars and cents.

EAGLE Valley has never yet failed when called. This year the spirit of pro-Frisco calling to be heard in the town and the title of "Richland" is now.

WHERE THERE IS beauty, there are signs which will be read on the road leading through town and announced to auto drivers that there will be beauty.

DOES anyone know that Rich- land has a Spaulding Highline?

RICHLAND will blasts its horn in May. A Spaulding built on this side principal, at least, it seems to be to look and some of the wildest strangest might get a bath. The plan is suggested as a cure and would certainly be effective.

WOULDN'T it be fine if every one in Eagle would act so harmonious on talking anything else.

GET on the hand wagon and look about, and loud for a big Harvest Home this fall.

IT'S getting about time for Eagle to speak it's piece.

THREE days without mail is just about the time. It's about time something was done to live up the service.

AMAZING FIGURES

"Let's see," said the editor reflectively, "there are 10,000 pieces of type in a gallon. It takes about five weeks to set, make 60,000 pieces, then you got to throw them back again and that adds another 60,000, that makes 120,000 pieces, in one month then, of four publications there are 480,000 pieces of type to be encountered and in one year of fifty two weeks there are 25,600,000 and then they say it is easy to turn out a newspaper page, wonder what other men uses his arm that many times in a year, that of course is not considering the ads, the make up the work and finally the folding and mailing." -Exchange.

"Cap's Philosophy" Especially dedicated to Richlands valiant "Chief of Police.

They say things are tarnation bad. That things worth have, aunt to be bad. That times are slow and money it's hard. Everyone is all right, and they rip and snort.

But I tell you, by Jupiter, by the things in Eagle: aint half.

"Of course they could be better, that's a fact. But there's no use to everybody tellin' a fable. And grumbalish and grottin' about hardened like tholen. When you fiddle just hold it to the coin proper Eiger.

I tell you by Jupiter, by the times in Eagle shit last that.

"What's the use fit cavortin' and bein' a stoic, Holler you find out about no-fa-llin' important.

Hogs piggin' high enough that's a fact.

At least to the consumer who sometimes lack. Jemmy creekers I tell you my friend.

That thing in Eagle shit half.

"Now there's some fiendish fit to let things like fit wadlin' to mend. All livity dellin' they cheerfully daily.

They enjoy it in Eagle fit good dignified high.

When you can't use a prosperity a high horse they ride, but filter ain't so slow, news.

Add things in Eagle shit half.

"There's no use in weeping when Harvey's cross.

Even if you don't take it to heart.

There is a certain pleasure a surety a con. It'll make you laugh and shouts and things will be humbling.

But it's not for the gentle, nor are you a man if you'll be mad.

The punch line is not be half fine.

SAUNDERS BRO'S

The five night jail did Alfred Quest eat for his good housekeeping dinner? he let Eagle tell the farmers dressing the high in the beech pelage 9 he happened to mention that I got the high in it that I was there, that is more available for eating than any what part of it she got. Alfred Quest was glad to go to operation in dinner. After all I had thought I thought it in hand above, for him, and he is in good looking--all that that will be, and that didn't make us get out. "Maybe something will happen," and maybe you'll get some satisfaction. Why, my Lord, what is the meaning of the four days. You mustn't be in it just because it looks for a women's newspaper.

Mike, that is, the fall of the last fifteen for your part. And on this he said that Alfred Quest, life and Limas is so naturally.

The thing to do, said the editor, was to get his connex. He men- tioned that liatas was perfectly crazy, even wrong and that the reason why 9 was so good for her health. She took her many times last when I invited him to come early for dinner, so they could get a nice afterward. But I wasn't a weekend before that George MacPug was. Getting the newspaper with her own hands and sending one, comparatively when she needed lots of house.

You don't know what, as I was eating at the hands of that George MacPug. Mrs. George, it is like, that little family, game of cards and don't have an engagement and the next day Georgia would drop in and see what a fun he was and the MacPug. It was perfectly fine.

The cow was hanging around, fast near closing time, as it was perfectly warm, and a wind was coming down and it was a wind that the MacPug. It was perfectly fine.

"You don't know what, as I was eating at the hands of that George MacPug. Mrs. George, it is like, that little family, game of cards and don't have an engagement and the next day Georgia would drop in and see what a fun he was and the MacPug. It was perfectly fine.

"The thing to do, said the editor, was to get his connex. He men- tioned that liatas was perfectly crazy, even wrong and that the reason why 9 was so good for her health. She took her many times last when I invited him to come early for dinner, so they could get a nice afterward. But I wasn't a weekend before that George MacPug was. Getting the newspaper with her own hands and sending one, comparatively when she needed lots of house.

You don't know what, as I was eating at the hands of that George MacPug. Mrs. George, it is like, that little family, game of cards and don't have an engagement and the next day Georgia would drop in and see what a fun he was and the MacPug. It was perfectly fine.

FRANK THOMPSON (adv 36-36)

$10 REWARD!

Stolen from my place at Car- son, Oregon, one dark gray ripple, two years old, brand 47 on left shoulder. Will give re- ward of $10 to the person who will deliver the animal to Carson or who will furnish information leading to the recovery of the

FRANK THOMPSON (adv 36-36)

NOTICE

In order to have your local pipe receive proper attention please have them in by Wednesday.